Bohemian
Photoworks
Frequently
Asked
Questions
(FAQs)
Everything you wanted to know…but were
afraid to ask.

What’s with the name, “Bohemian
Photoworks?”

•

I thought of the name, Bohemian Photoworks,
on a visit to Plzen to visit the nearby villages of
my Bohemian ancestors. As you may know,
Bohemia was once a country in the Western part
of the modern day Czech Republic or Czechia.
Plzen is home to Skoda Works-one of the largest
European industrial conglomerates of the 20th
century. The term “Bohemians” was later used
to refer to vagabond artists, musicians, and
writers across European cities in the 19th
Century because they were erroneously believed
to have migrated from Bohemia. My vision for
Bohemian Photoworks is to meld technical
excellence (Skodaworks) with artistic spirit
(Bohemian) to create portraits that you will
cherish.

Where exactly are you
located?
We’re located at 1111 North 13th
Street, in Suite 402 of the
Mastercraft Building. The
Mastercraft Building is just a
couple of blocks North of TD
Ameritrade Stadium. This entire
area, called Millwork Commons,
is the focus of a $300 million
redevelopment effort.
Upon arriving at Mastercraft,
drive down to door #1 and enter
“59” as the code and I will let you
in. Or just give me a call and I
will come out to meet you if I’m
not with a client.

What type of photographs do you
take?
I'm an experienced and skilled portrait
photographer. My major focus is on family
portraits, graduating senior portraits,
corporate headshots, engagement portraits,
and events. I also shoot weddings—but limit
that to six per year.
Prior to moving to Omaha in September of
2018, I was an instructor at the Washington
School of Photography in suburban
Maryland. I taught a wide variety of classes
in the professional program, including
product photography and studio lighting. In
my spare time, I enjoy photographing
landscapes and wildlife. Some of my nature
work has been used in regional and national
publications, like National Wildlife magazine
and the Chesapeake Bay Annual Report
Card. My wildlife and nature photos are on
www.josephgiitterphotography.com.

How much do you charge for a portrait session?
In establishing my prices I had two fundamental objectives: (1) simplicity
and (2) transparency. I charge $100 for each hour of a portrait session.
My package prices (shown below) are very competitive. I can also make
reasonable substitutions within a package. The session fee is charged upfront. We take checks and major credit cards

Do you provide digital images?
I provide high resolution digital images for corporate
headshots. I will also provide seniors with some low resolution
images that they can post on social media. Otherwise, I do not
normally provide digital images. Why? Because when you
receive a print from me it will reflect the highest quality and it
will last for at least 100 years. I stand behind my quality.

What should I wear to the portrait
session?

For corporate headshots, I would recommend a
solid colored shirt--preferably not white--with
a jacket and dress pants or a suit.
Bring along several ties.
For seniors bring as many outfits as you would
like--just keep in mind that we may have to
narrow it down based on the amount of time
scheduled for your session. Avoid loud
colors, busy patterns and trendy designs. You
will want your photographs to have a timeless
quality. Trust me, this advice is from someone
who had their senior portrait taken in a leisure
suit. (If you don't know that is, ask your
parents or grandparents).
Same rules above apply to family portraits. No
loud colors or busy patterns. To be one the safe
side I ask clients to text me pictures of what
they plan to wear.

Why should I hire you?
1) Technical competence: I’ve been
recognized by Professional Photographers of
America (PPA) as a Certified Professional
Photographer (CPP) since 2011. In addition, I
was awarded a Master of Photography degree
by the PPA ,which represents superior
photographic competence through
photographic competition, advanced education,
and service to the profession. I was also an
instructor at the Washington (DC) School of
Photography, were I taught aspiring
professional photographers lighting, posing,
composition and everything else they need to
know about being a professional photographer.
2) Buy locally: I use local companies to produce
all of my prints because they provide the best
quality, value, and customer service. So when
you buy a print from me, it will have been
printed at American Color Imaging in Iowa or
Marathon Printing in Nebraska.
3) Un-compromised quality: Prior to the
studio session I will meet with you to talk to
you about your vision for the portrait session.
This will be a collaborative effort to help ensure
that the final product meets your expectation.
If for some reason, it does not, I will re-shoot
the session at no charge to you.

4) Treatment of customers with integrity
and respect: With so many photographers to
choose from it is important to pick one you can
trust. I believe in being transparent with my
customers. I do not believe in or engage in
"bait and switch" tactics.
5) Continuous learning: To be the best at
anything, you have to make continuous
learning a priority. I put aside at least a couple
of weeks every year to learn from other
photographers in the industry through the PPA
and other organizations. I've received training
from some of the top portrait photographers in
the country at the Mid-Atlantic Regional School
of Photography and in 2019 I will start a year
long program of studying under Tim Walden--a
nationally recognized portrait photographer.

